GYE NYAME COIN

`

ONE PAGER
Now I'll go ahead by telling you
about the benefits you will get
investing or buying GNC
MONTHLY PAYMENT SYSTEM

WHAT IS GNC?
Gye Nyame Coin is a smart assest
developed in the decentralized Ethereum
Blockchain, this Coin is an experimental and
social nature. Gye Nyame Coin is a
decentralized store of value that removes
the limitation of fiat money with ever
increasing value. The idea is to create a
digital currency that will serve both the
purpose of cryptocurrency and investment.
Due to this, buying GNC is like investing
your money into an investment company
that will pays you monthly

TOKEN
INFORMATION
Token name : GYE NYAME COIN
Symbol : GNC
Decimal : 8
Total Supply : 50,000,000
Contract address :
0xf25de1283f7f8f8519e8da973e4567
4b6786e841

This is one of the first ever thing
happening in the crypto world.
The monthly payment system is a
system in which GNC holders will
be paid monthly for holding their
coins in their wallets. With this
system, we can accomplish our
vision statement of supporting
our investors financially as well
ensuring the liquidity and solidity
of our token. In order to qualify
for the monthly payment, one
must Hold at least 10000GNC or
more in his/her wallet every
month in other to receive
payments monthly.

Etherscan
https://etherscan.io/token/0xf25de1
283f7f8f8519e8da973e45674b6786e
841
GNC MERCHANT SERVICES

NB: The more GNC you hold, the
more dollars you receive as
payment

There will be stores open across the
world that people will go and pay
their bills with 100% GNC. At GNC
merchants center, u can pay your
water bills, electricity bills, mobile
bills, TV bills, school fees and any
other bills using your GNC

THE GNC MALL

The project will be completed in 3
phases. After fully completion and
implementation of the project, the
coin will have good market price
and be among top coins in the
crypto market.

GYE NYAME COIN

Payment will be made in GNC,
eth, btc or Momo

This will be any online shopping
mall like Jumia and other online
mall you know but with GNC
mall u can buy and pay with
100% GNC at a discount price on
all products.

